School Workforce Census 2021
The School Workforce Census will take place on Thursday 4th November 2021.

We highly recommend that you perform a trial run prior to census day. Then, on 4th November, it
will just be a case of running the census and submitting it to the LA.

Changes from the 2020 collection
There are only two significant changes to the specification since 2020, though some minor
modifications have been made. The most important changes are:
•

A new field, Newly Qualified Teacher, has been added to track whether NQTs are in their
first or second year of induction, (see further notes below)

•

Items, which were made optional for 2020, have reverted to mandatory status.

Newly Qualified Teacher
This field identifies Early Career Teachers in the first or second year of induction.
From September 2021, statutory induction changed for new teachers and all early career teachers
undergoing statutory induction starting from September 2021 are entitled to 2 years of highquality professional support based on the ECF. State funded schools offering statutory induction
will receive additional funding to deliver the new ECF.
Funding for the second year of induction will depend on data submitted in the School Workforce
Census, so special care should be taken that data entered in this field is correct.
To be recorded in this field as NQT1 or NQT2 a teacher must:

o
o

have QTS (rather than QTLS or EYTS), and
be on the Early Career Framework (ECF)

A teacher working less than full time may take more than a calendar year to complete a year of
induction, it is a up to a school to determine whether a member of staff is in the first or second
year of their induction.
DfE's addition of the NQT (Newly Qualified Teacher) Status data for School Workforce Census is
the first time that this census has been used for the direct funding of schools; other fields are used
for informing overall funding. Please refer to the SWC Census guide
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/f
ile/987761/2021_School_Workforce_Census_Specification_v1.0.pdf
We suggest that schools should be even more careful than usual in checking that the NQT Status is
correct for workforce members included in this census.
Professional panel of the Profession Details tab of Focus | Person | Staff

Where schools leave this NQT Status blank for a workforce member, the census application will
report this in exactly the same way as it will do when NQT Status is set to 'Not in Year 1 or 2 of
NQT Status Induction'.
Professional panel of the Profession Details tab of Focus | Person | Staff

Update from ESS:
Inclusion of multiple copies of a contract for a member of staff
ESS have released the following update:
‘We are investigating cases where the details of a contract for a member of staff is being included
in the return with the correct data, but is incorrectly being included more than once. Where this
occurs it is very likely to trigger the following validation rules.



4745Q: Member of staff is working more than 48 hours a week. Please confirm if this is
true.
6530Q: The same person has a total Full Time Equivalent ratio greater than 1.5

Where this problem occurs the number of times the data is included is in line with the number of
salary records stored for the contract, but the presence of multiple salary records for a contract is
not sufficient reason for the multiple inclusion to take place.
We will provide further details next week and we expect to be able to deal with this issue via a fix
to be delivered by version 2 of the English Consolidated Database Patches for the SIMS Summer
Release 2021′

Pay details included for teachers who have left the school
ESS have posted the following update:
Please note that we are looking into a customer case where pay details have been included for a
workforce member who left the school before that census reference date (04/11/2021). I will
update this newsfeed item as soon as we have completed our initial investigation.
Staff Categories
Update from ESS:
As you can see from the following graphic taken from the DfE specification, staff category is very
important to the SWC return as it determines which data items are included for a particular
workforce member.

One important aspect of our allocation of staff to a particular category are the details from each
member of staffs contracts. Which means that the change we have made to the allocation of staff
to a particular category is much more important than it sounds. Our general approach has not
changed, in that we continue to to allocate staff category according to a hierarchy of ‘ranks’ as
illustrated below. For example, if a member of staff has a contract as a teacher and contract as a
member of the support staff, they would be allocated to the contracted teacher’s category .

Following consultation with the DfE we have changed our approach to closed
contracts. Previously, when allocating staff category we only took account of contracts that were
open on census reference day. Now we are also taking account of contracts that closed within the
collection period. For example, if a member of staff has a closed contract in the collection period
as a teacher and an open contract as other support staff, they will be allocated a staff category of
contracted teacher. This change in approach regarding closed contracts should have no direct
impact beyond allocating staff to one of the categories listed above, but allocation to a particular
category then impacts the set of data included for a workforce member.
We will be asking the DfE to simplify matters by included staff category in next year’s SWC.
Workforce Member Payment Details report
ESS have released the following update regarding the ‘Workforce Member Payment Details
Report’:
‘This report is very unusual in that the data displayed is generated directly from the SIMS database
rather than from the census XML return file. Collecting the data directly from the SIMS database
was necessary in this case, as it contains some data that is not included in the XML return file, but
is very useful for schools to understand the context for the data that is included in the return file.
This year the report is causing confusion in that it is displaying details for workforce members who
left on after the continuous contract start date, which it should not display as leavers payment
details are not included in the census return file. Although this reporting issue does not impact
the actual data included in the XML return file, we will fix this reporting issue in version 2 of
English Consolidated Database Patch (Patch 26816) to avoid confusion.’
The consolidated database patch has not yet been released, this bulletin will be updated when this
patch is available.

For all updates, please check our website New/blogs on ‘School Workforce Census 2021’.
https://www.oneeducation.co.uk/news-blog

You can use this check list to tick off each of your preparation tasks when they have
been completed.
Complete Task
1.

Check you have the appropriate permissions to run the School Workforce
Census and record associated data.

You will need to be a member of the Personnel Officer, Returns Manager/Returns
Operator user groups in System Manager to produce the school workforce census
return.
Staff members with these permissions can run and edit the school workforce
census and correct failed data for staff.
2.

SIMS 2021 Summer Release (7.200) to enable dry runs to be carried out

3.

Check you are on Fileset 1907
Where a member of the school workforce has a status that indicates that
their qualification data should be included in the census, they are not be
included when the have a fixed term contract that is open on census
day. This issue will be dealt with via Fileset 1908 (not yet released)

4.

Carry out a dry run to determine what information needs to be updatedcalculate all details and create and validate

5.

Check school Level information - Tab 2 of the census

6.

Check Pay details on tab 3 of the census screen. Base pay should not be
blank, as it will trigger 4516 error.

Tools- Staff- Pay Related > search service term > check pay award in Tab 2
7.
8.

In tab 4 of the census screen, click new to add any vacancies on Census day
In tab 5 of the census screen, add any occasional teachers on Census day

9.

In tab 6 of the census screen, add any agency/third party support staff on
Census day

10.

For SENDCO :

Most schools have one or more designated SENDCOs, you will need to define
them in the ‘Role field’ . If this is left blank it will trigger 6550Q (At least one
staff record in this school’s return should show a role of SENCO (SEN Coordinator) under a current contract)

(1) If SENCO shared across more than one establishment, please provide note
recording DfE number of school where SENCO has reported.
(2) OR (2) Please add the role of SENCO to the appropriate open teacher
contract. (Please note, you may need to add an additional role to do this.)
(3) OR (3) Special schools should add a note to advise they are a special school
(and a single post of SENCO is therefore inappropriate).

11.

Deal with any other queries and errors

What Next?
Once you are satisfied with your validated census return it is always a good idea to run off all the
detailed reports for the Head teacher or any persons authorising the census to check and then sign
the summary report to confirm.
Once authorised upload the XML file to COLLECT, add any return notes for queries, wait for the
return to be validated and then click on submit.

